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[1] Modeling studies indicate that double-headed streamers originating from single
electron avalanches in lightning-driven quasi-static electric fields at mesospheric altitudes
accelerate and expand, reaching transverse scales from tens to a few hundreds of meters
and propagation speeds up to one tenth of the speed of light, in good agreement with
recent telescopic, high-speed video and multichannel photometric observations of sprites.
The preionization of the medium ahead of a streamer by the ionizing UV photons
originating from a region of high electric field in the streamer head (i.e., photoionization)
significantly modifies the streamer scaling properties as a function of air pressure in
comparison with those predicted by similarity laws. The photoionization leads to lower
peak electric fields in the streamer head, lower streamer electron densities, wider initial
streamer structures, and lower acceleration and expansion rates of streamers at sprite
altitudes 40–90 km, when compared to the ground level. The primary reason for the
observed differences is that the effective quenching altitude of the excited states of the
molecular nitrogen b1�u, b

01
Sþ

u , and c04
1
Sþ

u that give photoionizing radiation is about
24 km. The quenching of these states is therefore negligible at sprite altitudes, leading to a
substantial enhancement of the electron-ion pair production ahead of the streamer tip
because of the photoionization, when compared to the ground level. The maximum radius
of the expanding streamers is predominantly controlled by the combination of the
absorption cross section cmin = 3.5 � 10�2 cm�1 Torr�1 of the molecular oxygen (O2) at
1025 Å and the partial pressure of O2 in air, pO2

. Streamers exhibit branching when their
radius becomes greater than 1/cmin pO2

. Model results indicate a lower branching
threshold radius for positive streamers in comparison with negative streamers, under
otherwise identical ambient conditions. These results are in good agreement with recent
results of high-speed photography of laboratory streamers in near-atmospheric pressure
N2/O2 mixtures and similar morphology documented during recent telescopic and high-
speed video observations of sprites. INDEX TERMS: 2427 Ionosphere: Ionosphere/atmosphere

interactions (0335); 3304 Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics: Atmospheric electricity; 3324

Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics: Lightning; 0310 Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Airglow

and aurora; 2435 Ionosphere: Ionospheric disturbances; KEYWORDS: corona streamers, photoionization, sprites
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1. Introduction

[2] Sprites are large luminous discharges, which appear in
the altitude range of �40 to 90 km above large thunder-
storms [e.g., Sentman et al., 1995]. Recent telescopic
imaging of sprites revealed an amazing variety of generally
vertical fine structure with transverse spatial scales ranging
from tens to a few hundreds of meters [Gerken et al., 2000;
Gerken and Inan, 2002, 2003]. Also recently, it has been
demonstrated that sprites often exhibit a sharp altitude
transition between the upper diffuse and the lower highly
structured regions [Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 2000; Pasko and

Stenbaek-Nielsen, 2002; Gerken and Inan, 2002, 2003]. The
appearance of the fine structure and vertical stratification in
sprites has been interpreted in terms of positive and negative
streamer coronas, which are considered as scaled analogs of
small-scale streamers, which exist at high atmospheric
pressures at ground level [e.g., Pasko et al., 1998; Raizer
et al., 1998; Petrov and Petrova, 1999; Pasko et al., 2001;
Pasko and Stenbaek-Nielsen, 2002].
[3] Streamers are narrow filamentary plasmas, which are

driven by highly nonlinear space charge waves [e.g., Raizer,
1991, p. 327]. The streamer polarity is defined by a sign of
the charge in its head. The positive streamer propagates
against the direction of the electron drift and requires
ambient seed electrons avalanching toward the streamer
head for the spatial advancement [e.g., Dhali and Williams,
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1987]. The negative streamer is generally able to propagate
without the seed electrons since electron avalanches origi-
nating from the streamer head propagate in the same direc-
tion as the streamer [e.g., Vitello et al., 1994; Rocco et al.,
2002]. At low atmospheric pressures, at sprite altitudes,
streamers may initiate from single electron avalanches in
regions, where the electric field exceeds the conventional
breakdown threshold field Ek defined by the equality of the
ionization and dissociative attachment coefficients in air
[e.g., Raizer, 1991, p. 135]. In this case double-headed
streamers are expected to form [e.g., Loeb and Meek, 1940;
Kunhardt and Tzeng, 1988; Vitello et al., 1993] with the
negative head propagating upward toward the ionosphere
and the positive downward toward cloud tops (assuming the
positive polarity of a typical cloud-to-ground lightning
discharge producing sprites [e.g., Hu et al., 2002]).
[4] The studies of streamers in air at ground pressure have

been motivated for many years by their known ability to
generate chemically active species, which can be used for
treatment of hazardous and toxic pollutants [e.g., Kulikovsky,
1997a; van Veldhuizen, 2002, and references cited therein]. It
is well established by now that the dynamical properties and
geometry of both positive and negative streamers can be
affected by the population of the seed electrons, and many of
the recent modeling studies have been devoted to under-
standing of the role of the ambient medium preionization,
including effects of photoionization by UV photons origi-
nating from a region of high electric field in the streamer
head, on the dynamics of negative [e.g., Babaeva and
Naidis, 1997; Rocco et al., 2002] and positive [e.g., Babaeva
and Naidis, 1997; Kulikovsky, 2000; Pancheshnyi et al.,
2001] streamers in different mixtures of molecular nitrogen
(N2) and oxygen (O2) gases, and in air at ground pressure.
[5] The UV line intensities appearing in the spectra of

terrestrial auroral and airglow observational data by rockets
and high-altitude satellites contain important diagnostic
information on energy input taking place into the thermo-
sphere, and it is known from the related studies that the
photoabsorption of N2 and O2 is significant below 240 km
in the terrestrial atmosphere and that the highly structured
ionization continuum of O2 molecules appears below the
ionization edge of 1027 Å, while the strong photoabsorption
of N2 starts below approximately 1000 Å [Kanik et al., 2000].
As will be further discussed in section 2, in the narrow
range 980–1025 Å the spectra of photoemission and
photoabsorption of N2 are not exactly the same and photons
emitted by N2 are not absorbed by N2 and can lead to
photoionization of O2. In air, the radiation in the wave-
length range 980–1025 Å originates from the radiative
transitions Birge-Hopfield I (b1�u ! X1Sþ

g ), Birge-
Hopfield II (b01Sþ

u ! X1Sþ
g ) and Carroll-Yoshino Rydberg

(c04
1Sþ

u ! X1Sþ
g ) of N2, which can be initiated by impact

excitation of the b1�u, b
01Sþ

u and c04
1Sþ

u states of N2 by
energetic streamer electrons [e.g., Zheleznyak et al., 1982].
We note that because of the relatively short absorption
path at the sprite altitudes, it is not likely that the UV
emissions responsible for photoionization in sprite streamers
are directly observable from high-altitude satellites and
rockets (see further discussion on photoionization range in
section 4.4).
[6] The importance of the photoionization effects on

sprite streamers at low air pressures at high altitudes is

underscored by the fact that the effective quenching altitude
of the excited states b1�u, b

01Sþ
u and c04

1Sþ
u that give the

photoionizing radiation is about 24 km (corresponding to the
air pressure p = pq = 30 Torr) [e.g., Zheleznyak et al., 1982].
The quenching of these states is therefore negligible at
typical sprite altitudes 40–90 km, leading to an enhance-
ment of the electron-ion pair production ahead of the
streamer tip because of the photoionization, when compared
to the previous studies of streamers at ground level. These
effects have not yet been accounted for in the existing
models of sprite streamers [e.g., Pasko et al., 1998; Raizer
et al., 1998]. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate a role of
the photoionization effects on propagation properties of
double-headed streamers initiated from single electron ava-
lanches at low air pressures corresponding to sprite altitudes.

2. Model Formulation

[7] We describe the dynamics of streamers by a cylindri-
cally symmetric numerical model similar to those employed
in the recent studies of streamers at ground pressure [e.g.,
Babaeva and Naidis, 1997; Kulikovsky, 2000, and referen-
ces therein]. The model includes the electron and ion
convection-diffusion equations coupled with the Poisson’s
equation:

@ne
@t

þr � ne~ve � Der2ne ¼ ni � na2 � na3ð Þne � bepnenp þ Sph

ð1Þ

@np
@t

¼ nine � bepnenp � bnpnnnp þ Sph ð2Þ

@nn
@t

¼ na2 þ na3ð Þne � bnpnnnp ð3Þ

r2f ¼ � e

e0
np � ne � nn
� �

ð4Þ

where ne, np, and nn are the electron, positive ion, and
negative ion number densities, ~ve is the drift velocity of
electrons, ni is the ionization coefficient, na2, and na3 are the
two-body and three-body electron attachment coefficients,
respectively, bep and bnp are the coefficients of electron
positive ion and negative-positive ion recombination,
respectively, De is the electron diffusion coefficient, Sph is
the rate of electron-ion pair production due to photoioniza-
tion, f is the electric potential, e is the absolute value of
electron charge, and e0 is the permittivity of free space. The
electron drift velocity is defined as ~ve = �me~E, where me is
the absolute value of the electron mobility and ~E = �rf is
the electric field. On timescales of interest for studies
presented in this paper the ions are assumed to be
motionless. This assumption is fully justified by the fact
that mobilities of positive and negative ions are two orders
of magnitude lower than the electron mobility [e.g.,
Kulikovsky, 2000].
[8] The continuity equations (1), (2), and (3) effectively

represent a fluid description of streamer plasma based on a
first moment of the Bolzmann kinetic equation [e.g., Guo
and Wu, 1993]. The coefficients of the model are assumed
to be functions of the local reduced electric field E/N, where
E is the electric field magnitude and N is the air neutral
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density. This implies that the equilibrium electron distribu-
tion function is achieved instantaneously in time in response
to the applied local electric field E. This assumption is
justified as soon as relaxation times of the mean energy and
momentum of the electron distribution remain substantially
less than the timescales characterizing variations of the
electric field. In particular, at ground pressure the energy
relaxation timescales are on the order of 10 ps, and 1 ps, for
the typical electric field magnitudes in the streamer body,
and streamer head, respectively [Vitello et al., 1993; Guo
and Wu, 1993]. The local field approximation is therefore
justified on typical timescales of streamer development,
which are usually measured in nanoseconds. We note that
the variations of parameters of streamer plasma due to the
large space and time derivatives of the reduced electric field
and electron density near the streamer head, do introduce
measurable corrections to the streamer dynamics [Naidis,
1997]. However, from the point of view of practical
accuracy, the local approach provides a satisfactory repre-
sentation of the streamer characteristics [Naidis, 1997]. The
1–10 ps, scaled (�1/N) with atmospheric density, corre-
spond to 0.07–0.7 ns, and 15–150 ns at altitudes 30 km,
and 70 km, respectively. The validity of the local field

approximation therefore remains in force for sprite stream-
ers developing on timescales of hundreds of ns, and tens of
ms at altitudes 30 km, and 70 km, respectively (see modeling
results presented in section 3 and discussion of streamer
similarity laws in sections 3 and 4.2).
[9] The model ionization coefficient ni, two-body (disso-

ciative) attachment coefficient na2, the electron mobility me
and the electron diffusion coefficient De as functions of the
reduced electric field in air are obtained from solutions of the
Boltzmann equation [Pasko et al., 1999; Barrington-Leigh,
2000; Barrington-Leigh et al., 2002]. The model for the
three-body attachment coefficient na3 is adopted from
[Morrow and Lowke, 1997]. For fast model execution all
coefficients as functions of the reduced electric field were
represented in a form of lookup tables. The corresponding
distributions used in our modeling are shown by solid lines
in Figures 1a and 1b. Significant quantitative differences
exist between different models and experimental measure-
ments of ni, na2, na3, me, and De in air available in the
literature [e.g., Dutton, 1975; Gallagher et al., 1983; Davies,
1983; Lowke, 1992; Morrow and Lowke, 1997, and refer-
ences therein]. As illustration of the existing variability
Figures 1a and 1b show by dashed lines model representa-

Figure 1. (a) The ionization ni, two-body na2, and three-body na3 attachment coefficients, (b) the
electron mobility me and electron diffusion coefficient De, and (c) the optical excitation coefficients nk, are
shown as a function of the reduced electric field in air, and (d) the quantity xn*/ni (see text for details).
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tions of ni, na2, me, and De provided by Morrow and Lowke
[1997]. Although the distributions provided by Morrow and
Lowke [1997] appear to be similar to those, which are used in
our studies (see Figures 1a and 1b), calculations with our
model, when repeated with parameters specified by Morrow
and Lowke [1997], led to results, which exhibited numerical
deviations of streamer characteristics (i.e., those summarized
in Tables 2 and 3) as large as 20%. However, within the 20%
variability all the features of streamer dynamics reported in
this paper (i.e., streamer acceleration and expansion, quench-
ing effects, etc.) remained essentially the same, and con-
clusions of this study therefore are not affected by the
existing uncertainties in the model coefficients.
[10] Assuming that O2

+ is the dominant positive ion in the
streamer plasma [e.g., Naidis, 1999], the electron positive
ion recombination coefficient is defined as bep = 1.138 �
10�11Te

�0.7 m3/s [Zhao et al., 1995], where Te is the
effective electron temperature in 	K evaluated as Te =
eDe/mekB, where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant. The coef-
ficient of the negative-positive ion recombination is defined
as bnp = 2 � 10�13 (300/T)0.5 m3/s [Kossyi et al., 1992],
where T is the temperature of air, which is assumed to have
a constant value of 300	K in all simulations presented in
this paper. We note that on relatively short timescales
considered in our studies presented in this paper (i.e.,
several ns at ground pressure) the effects of the attachment
and recombination are small. These processes, however, are
known to be important for the dynamics of long streamers
developing in point-to-plane discharge gaps in low electric
fields (<Ek) [e.g., Morrow and Lowke, 1997].
[11] For calculation of optical emissions we use a model

similar to that documented by Pasko et al. [1997]. The
intensity of each optical emission in Rayleighs is given by
the expression [Chamberlain, 1978, p. 213]:

Ik ¼ 10�6

Z
L0
Aknkdl ð5Þ

where nk [1/cm
3] is the number density of excited particles

in state k, Ak [1/s] is the radiation transition rate, and the
integral is taken along L0 [cm], representing the horizontal
line of sight. Our calculations in this paper, do not take into
account the effects of radiative transfer between the source
of the emission and the observer.
[12] The quantity nk is governed by the relation [Sipler

and Biondi, 1972]:

@nk
@t

¼ � nk

tk
þ
X
m

nmAm þ nkne ð6Þ

where tk = [Ak + a1NN2
+ a2NO2

]�1 is the total lifetime of
state k, a1 and a2 are the quenching rates due to collisions
with N2 and O2 molecules, respectively, NN2

and NO2
are the

number densities of N2 and O2 molecules respectively, and
the sum over the terms nmAm represents increases in nk
resulting from cascading from higher-energy states.
[13] In this paper we report results on optical emissions

from the first (B3�g ! A3Sþ
u ) and second (C3�u ! B3�g)

positive bands of N2 and the first negative bands of N2
+

(B2Sþ
u ! X2Sþ

g ), which have been documented in sprites
[Mende et al., 1995; Hampton et al., 1996; Armstrong et al.,

1998, 2000; Suszcynsky et al., 1998; Morrill et al., 1998,
2002; Takahashi et al., 2000; Bucsela et al., 2003]. The
optical emissions from the first and second positive bands of
N2, and the first negative bands of N2

+ have the transition
rates Ak = 1.7 � 105 1/s, 2 � 107 1/s and 1.4 � 107 1/s,
respectively [Vallance Jones, 1974, p. 119]. Quenching of
the B3�g state of N2 and B2Sþ

u state of N2
+ occurs primarily

through collisions with N2, with a1 = 10�11 cm3/s and a1 =
4 � 10�10 cm3/s, respectively [Vallance Jones, 1974,
p. 119]. Quenching of the C3�u state of N2 occurs primarily
through collisions with O2 molecules with a2 = 3 �
10�10 cm3/s [Vallance Jones, 1974, p. 119]. We use updated
optical excitation coefficients as a function of the reduced
electric field in air [Pasko et al., 1999; Barrington-Leigh,
2000; Barrington-Leigh et al., 2002; Pasko and George,
2002], which are shown in Figure 1c. The model calculates
the full time dynamics of optical emissions (without the
steady state assumption). The optical emission equations (6)
are solved using a first-order finite difference method.
[14] The model accounts for the effects of photoioniza-

tion on the streamer dynamics using a physical model
proposed by Zheleznyak et al. [1982]. In accordance with
the high-resolution studies of photoionization processes in
O2, the threshold wavelength of the radiation to ionize O2 is
1025 Å [Dehmer and Chupka, 1975]. However, the radia-
tion with the wavelength shorter than 980 Å is heavily
absorbed by N2 [Carter, 1972]. Thus, in the streamer
process the photoionization of O2 is caused by the radiation
in the region of the spectrum 980 < l < 1025 Å [Zheleznyak
et al., 1982]. The radiation in the interval 980 < l < 1025 Å
is produced because of the radiative transitions from three
singlets of N2 (b1�u, b

01Sþ
u and c04

1Sþ
u ) to the ground state

(X1Sþ
g ). These three radiative transitions are named as

Birge-Hopfield I (b1�u ! X1Sþ
g ), Birge-Hopfield II (b01Sþ

u

! X1Sþ
g ), and Carroll-Yoshino Rydberg (c04

1Sþ
u ! X1Sþ

g ),
respectively [e.g., Kanik et al., 2000]. Though N2 is the
source of the radiation, the absorption of the radiation by N2

molecules is negligible because of the asymmetry of the
excitation and radiation mechanism of the singlet states of
N2 in streamers. The asymmetry is explained by Zhelez-
nyak et al. [1982] as follows. In streamer discharges,
which are usually associated with relatively low current
densities, the temperature for populating vibrational levels
of N2 is not high and practically all molecules are located
in the vibrational level v00 = 0 of the ground state X1Sþ

g .
Collisions with electrons populate the vibrational levels v0

of the radiating states b1�u, b01Sþ
u and c04

1Sþ
u , and the

emission spectrum forms as a result of the radiative
transitions v0 ! v00. The concentration of molecules at
levels v00 6¼ 0 is low and absorption from them is
insignificant. The ground level X1Sþ

g (v00 = 0) begins to
absorb radiation with the wavelength of 980 Å, which
corresponds to the energy difference between the lower
vibrational levels of the ground and emitting state. Thus
photons with l > 980 Å, arising as a results of radiative
transitions v0 ! v00, are not absorbed by N2 and can ionize
O2.
[15] In the photoionization model, the number of ioniza-

tion events dQph in volume dV2 per unit time owing to
the absorption of photons emitted per unit time from
superposition of elementary volumes dV1 of the source at
a distance r = j~r1 � ~r2j, where ~r1 and ~r2 are radius vectors,
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determining the positions of elementary volumes dV1 and
dV2 (Figure 2a), can be expressed in the form dQph =
SphdV2, where

Sph ¼
dQph

dV2

¼
Z
V1

j rð Þ
4pr2

dV1 ð7Þ

j rð Þ ¼
Z

ef xf kf e
�kf rdf ð8Þ

and where ef is the emissivity of the gas (ef df is the number
of photons emitted per unit volume per unit time in the
frequency interval [ f, f + df]), kf is the absorption
coefficient, and xf is the probability of ionization through
absorption of a photon with a frequency of f [Zheleznyak et
al., 1982; Mnatsakanyan and Naidis, 1991]. The integral
equation (8) can be approximated as a sum over frequency
regions Df characterized by different values of the
absorption coefficient [Mnatsakanyan and Naidis, 1991]:

j rð Þ ¼
X
i

xiqi
Dfi

Z
Dfi

kf e
�kf rdf ð9Þ

where xi is the average value of xf in the interval Dfi, and
qi =

R
Dfi

ef df. In the interval 980 < l < 1025 Å, the
absorption coefficient of O2 is a sharp function of frequency
of the form [Mnatsakanyan and Naidis, 1991]:

kf ¼ k1 k2=k1ð Þ f�f1ð Þ= f2�f1ð Þ ð10Þ

where k1 = cmin pO2
, k2 = cmax pO2

, and cmin = 0.035
Torr�1cm�1 and cmax = 2 Torr�1cm�1 are, respectively, the
minimum and maximum absorption cross sections of O2 in
the interval 980–1025 Å [Zheleznyak et al., 1982]. The
substitution of equation (10) into equation (9) and
straightforward integration of equation (9) (here the spectral
range 980–1025 Å is treated as a single frequency element
range) leads to

j rð Þ ¼ xq
rln k2=k1ð Þ e�k1r � e�k2r

� �
ð11Þ

where x is the average photoionization efficiency in the
interval 980–1025 Å, and q =

R
Df ef df over the frequency

range corresponding to 980–1025 Å. The quantity q can be
expressed as [Zheleznyak et al., 1982]:

q ¼ pq

pþ pq
q0 ð12Þ

where pq/(p + pq) is a quenching multiplier (p is the gas
pressure and pq is the quenching pressure of the singlet states
of N2) and q0 is the emissivity in the absence of quenching,
which can be expressed in the form:

q0 ¼
n*
ni

nine ð13Þ

where n* is the effective excitation coefficient for N2 states
transitions from which give the ionizing radiation, and ni and
ne are the previously introduced ionization coefficient and
electron density, respectively. We note that in contrast to
fully time-dependent model of optical emissions given by
equation (6) the photoionization model of Zheleznyak et al.
[1982] employs a steady state assumption, which in terms of
equation (6) means that, without accounting for the
cascading effects, at every moment of time nk/tk = nkne,
where, using the above introduced notations for the
photoionizing emissions, nk � n*, tk = 1

Ak

pq
pþpq

, and therefore
q = nkAk = pq

pþpq
n*ne in agreement with equations (12)

and (13). For the b1�u, b
01Sþ

u and c04
1Sþ

u states Ak ’ 108–109

s�1 [e.g.,Walter et al., 1994] and the steady state assumption
is fully justified for streamers developing at air pressures
corresponding to sprite altitudes. We note, however, that at
high air pressures (p � pq) the lifetime tk is comparable with
timescales of variation of physical quantities in the streamer
head (i.e., at ground pressure tk ’ 0.03–0.3 ns) and
measurable deviations in streamer characteristics may result,
when full time dynamics of these emissions is included in the
model.
[16] Having substituted equation (13) into equation (12)

and the resulting equation into equation (11), we obtain

j rð Þ ¼ pq

pþ pq
x
n*
ni

nine g rð Þ ð14Þ

Figure 2. (a) Geometry of the photoionization model. (b) Schematics illustrating the principal length
scales of the photoionization model.
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where

g rð Þ ¼ exp �cminpO2
rð Þ � exp �cmaxpO2

rð Þ
r ln cmax=cminð Þ ð15Þ

and k1 and k2 have been replaced in accordance with
previously introduced notations by cminpO2

and cmaxpO2
,

respectively. The multiplier xn*/ni appearing in equation
(14) is provided in a table form as a function of the reduced
electric field in [Zheleznyak et al., 1982; Mnatsakanyan and
Naidis, 1991, and references therein] and the corresponding
distribution is reproduced in Figure 1d. A linear interpola-
tion is used to find xn*/ni for field values not specified in
the table (i.e., between points shown by open circles in
Figure 1d). We note that the model of Zheleznyak et al.
[1982] specified by equations (7), (14), and (15) con-
veniently provides the photoelectron production rate in
terms of the ionization rate nine. The reaction processes
included in the model are summarized in Table 1.
[17] For the purposes of clarity, we would like to point

out that in the description of the photoionization model
given by Kulikovsky [2000] the C3�u state of N2 is
incorrectly listed as a source of UV radiation leading to
photoionization in air. The spectral range of the radiative
transition from C3�u to the ground state X1Sþ

g is from 1070
to 1130 Å [Lofthus and Krupenie, 1977]. The wavelength of
radiation in this range is longer than the wavelength
corresponding to the ionization threshold of O2 [1025 Å]
and therefore the radiation arising from C3�u state cannot
ionize O2 molecules. The model of Kulikovsky [2000]
expresses the photoelectron production rate in terms of the
ionization rate assuming xn*/ni = 0.1, which is a reasonable
approximation (see Figure 1d). The C3�u state therefore is
not explicitly used in the modeling and does not affect
correctness of results presented by Kulikovsky [2000].

[18] We employ amodified Scharfetter-Gummel algorithm
[Kulikovsky, 1995] for solution of the electron convection-
diffusion equation (1). The original Scharfetter-Gummel
scheme [Scharfetter and Gummel, 1969] is widely used
in studies of semiconductor and gas discharge plasma to
solve the convection-dominated problems. It has a very
important property of monotonicity, however, may result
in highly diffused solutions, when the spatial resolution
of the simulation is low. Kulikovsky [1995] proposed a
modified version of the original Scharfetter-Gummel
scheme, which is based on introduction of virtual grid
nodes and employment of exponential functions to rep-
resent sharp variations of the electron density, allowing to
obtain a more accurate and less diffusive solution. Kuli-
kovksy [1995] simulated a one-dimensional shock wave
propagation problem using three different algorithms:
original Scharfetter-Gummel, modified Scharfetter-Gum-
mel and flux-corrected transport (FCT) scheme [e.g.,
Zalesak, 1979]. When a high spatial resolution is used,
the modified Scharfetter-Gummel and FCT schemes give
almost identical results, which are very close to the exact
solution. In contrast, the original Scharfetter-Gummel
scheme leads to a very diffusive solution, which departs
from the exact one by several orders of magnitude. When
low resolution is used, FCT tends to produce a ‘‘stair-
case’’ on the wave curve, while modified Scharfetter-
Gummel preserves the monotonicity [Kulikovsky, 1995].
[19] The Poisson’s equation (4) is solved using the

successive overrelaxation method (SSOR) [e.g., Hockney
and Eastwood, 1988, p. 179] with modified boundary
potential conditions to represent free dynamics of sprite
streamers without effects of the electrode image charges
[Babaeva and Naidis, 1996]. Figure 3 schematically shows
the simulation domain used in our model. Two remote
electrodes with a certain potential difference establish a

Table 1. List of Reactions

Reaction Process Reaction Rate Coefficient and/or Reference

Ionization e + A ! 2e + A+ ni[s
�1] (Figure 1a)

Photoionization hn + O2 ! e + O2
+ Sph[m

�3 s�1] (equations (7), (14), and (15))
Two-body attachment e + O2 ! O� + O na2[s

�1] (Figure 1a)
Three-body attachment e + O2 + A ! O2

� + A na3[s
�1] (Figure 1a)

Electron-ion recombination e + A+ ! A bep = 1.138 � 10�11Te
�0.7 [m3 s�1] (see text)

Ion-ion recombination A+ + B� ! A + B bnp = 2 � 10�13(300/T)0.5 [m3 s�1] (see text)
Electron-impact excitation

e + N2 ! e + N2(B
3�g) nk[s

�1] (Figure 1c)
e + N2 ! e + N2(C

3�u) nk[s
�1] (Figure 1c)

e + N2 ! e + N2
+(B2Su

+) nk[s
�1] (Figure 1c)

e + N2 ! e + N2(b
1�u) n*[s

�1] (equation (13))
e + N2 ! e + N2(b

01Su
+) n*[s

�1] (equation (13))
e + N2 ! e + N2(c

0
4
1Su

+) n*[s
�1] (equation (13))

Quenching
N2(B

3�g) + N2 ! 2N2 a1 = 10�11 [cm3 s�1]
N2(C

3�u) + O2 ! N2 + O2 a2 = 3 � 10�10 [cm3 s�1]
N2
+(B2Sþ

u ) + N2 ! N2
+ + N2 a1 = 4 � 10�10 [cm3 s�1]

N2(b
1�u) + A ! N2 + A pq = 30 Torr

N2(b
01Sþ

u ) + A ! N2 + A pq = 30 Torr

N2(c
0
4
1Sþ

u ) + A ! N2 + A pq = 30 Torr
Optical emission
First positive bands of N2 N2(B

3�g) ! N2(A
3Sþ

u ) + hn Ak = 1.7 � 105[s�1]
Second positive bands of N2 N2(C

3�u) ! N2(B
3�g) + hn Ak = 2.0 � 107[s�1]

First negative bands of N2
+ N2

+(B2Sþ
u ) ! N2

+(X 2Sþ
g ) + hn Ak = 1.4 � 107[s�1]

Photoionizing emission
Birge-Hopfield I N2(b

1�u) ! N2(X
1Sþ

g ) + hn equation (12)

Birge-Hopfield II N2(b
01Sþ

u ) ! N2(X
1Sþ

g ) + hn equation (12)

Carroll-Yoshino Rydberg N2(c
0
4
1Sþ

u ) ! N2(X
1Sþ

g ) + hn equation (12)
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homogeneous Laplacian field E0 and streamers develop in
the cylindrically symmetric simulation domain under influ-
ence of this applied field. Thus the total electric field has
two components. One is the Laplacian field, and the another
is the electric field generated by the space charges in the
simulation domain. The solution for the electric potential
can be represented in the following form [Babaeva and
Naidis, 1996]:

f ~rð Þ ¼ fL þ
1

4pe0

ZZZ
V 0

r ~r 0ð Þ
j~r �~r 0j dV

0 ð16Þ

where fL corresponds to the ambient Laplacian field, r(~r 0) is
the space charge density, ~r 0 is the source point, ~r is the
observation point and the integral is taken over the volume
containing space charges. The solution (16) is used to
calculate the electric potential only at the boundary of the
simulation domain. Inside the domain, the values of f are
computed by the SSOR method. By using this technique, a
small simulation domain is sufficient to obtain an accurate
solution for the electric potential corresponding to free (i.e.,
not affected by boundaries) dynamics of streamers.
[20] For the case studies presented in this paper we assume

the applied electric field to be homogeneous with magnitudes
E0 = 1.1Ek, 1.25Ek and 1.5Ek. At a typical sprite altitude of
70 km the chosen field magnitudes correspond to the light-

ning charge moment changes of 1800 C km, 2040 C km and
2450 C km, respectively [see Pasko et al., 2001, Figure 1],
which are well in the range of the measured charge moments
required for sprite initiation, 120–3070 C km [Hu et al.,
2002]. We report results on dynamics of streamers at air
pressures 760 Torr (Ek ’ 3.2� 106 V/m), 11 Torr (Ek ’ 4.6�
104 V/m) and 5 � 10�2Torr (Ek ’ 220 V/m), corresponding
to altitudes 0, 30, and 70 km, respectively.
[21] For model runs presented in this paper we assume

that the photoionization completely determines levels of
preionization ahead of the streamers, and do not account for
the ambient lower ionospheric electron population. The
results reported here therefore are not applicable to the
streamer-to-diffuse glow transition region of sprites [Pasko
et al., 1998; Pasko and Stenbaek-Nielsen, 2002], where this
assumption becomes invalid.

3. Results

[22] Figure 4 shows results of model calculations of
electron densities corresponding to double-headed streamers
developing at altitudes 0, 30 and 70 km in electric field E0 =
1.5Ek. For the purpose of improving computation efficiency,
instead of the single electron initiation, the streamers were
launched by placing clouds of plasma with peak densities
1014, 2 � 1010, and 5 � 105 cm�3 and spherically
symmetric Gaussian spatial distributions with characteristic
scales 0.2 mm, 1.4 cm and 3 m, in the middle of the
simulation domain at altitudes 0, 30, and 70 km, respec-
tively. Test simulations of streamers initiated by single
electron avalanches have also been conducted (not shown),

Figure 3. A cross-sectional view of the simulation
domain.

Figure 4. A cross-sectional view of the distribution of the
electron number density of the model streamers at altitudes
(a) 0, (b) 30, and (c) 70 km.
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and the results indicate that the streamers initiated by the
clouds of relatively dense plasma attain similar character-
istics to those initiated by single electron avalanches with a
factor of �10 reduction in the model execution time. Our
modeling approach to initiation of streamers is supported by
previous findings of Vitello et al. [1993], indicating that the
introduction of a relatively dense plasma with densities and
spatial scales of the same order of magnitude as expected in
streamers, which develop from these perturbations, allows
to effectively bypass the initial avalanche phase of the
streamer development.
[23] In accordance with the similarity laws, the streamer

timescales, the streamer spatial scales, and the streamer
electron density scale with the air density as �N, �1/N,
and �N2, respectively, and the scaled streamer character-
istics remain otherwise identical for the same values of the
reduced electric field E/N [Pasko et al., 1998].
[24] In order to facilitate discussion of similarity proper-

ties of streamers at different altitudes/air densities, the results
presented in Figures 4b and 4c are given at the moments of
time, which are obtained by scaling (�1/N) of the ground
value, 2.7 ns, specified in Figure 4a. The horizontal and
vertical dimensions of the simulation boxes in Figures 4b
and 4c also directly correspond to scaled (�N) ground values
shown in Figure 4a. The electron density scale in Figures 4b
and 4c also corresponds to scaled (�N 2) values given in
Figure 4a. Simple visual inspection of Figure 4 indicates a
nearly similar behavior of streamers corresponding to 30 and
70 km altitudes, but the positive and negative streamer heads
at ground pressure exhibit radial scales, respectively, �10%
and �50% narrower than the corresponding scaled values at
higher altitudes. Hereafter we define a streamer head radius
rs as a radial point at which the electron density is 1/e of its
axis value. We note that the three-body electron attachment
and electron positive ion recombination processes may lead
to nonsimilar behavior of streamers at high gas pressures
[e.g., Babaeva and Naidis, 2001]. However, simple esti-
mates using na3 and bep coefficients specified in section 2
indicate that on timescales of simulations presented in Figure
4 these processes do not significantly affect the streamer
properties. The photoionization model of [Zheleznyak et al.,
1982] is fully similar at typical sprite altitudes �40–90 km.
However, the similarity is not preserved at lower altitudes
because of the quenching effects discussed in the introduc-
tion section. Our assertion therefore is that the differences
observed between streamers at the ground and at 30 and 70
km altitudes in Figure 4 are primarily due to the reduction in
photoelectron production at high atmospheric pressures
through the quenching of UV emitting excited states of N2.
This effect will be further discussed in the discussion
section.
[25] Table 2 provides summary of streamer characteristics

measured at the moments of time specified in Figure 4.

These characteristics include the peak electric field in the
streamer head (Eh), the field in the streamer body (Eb), the
streamer electron density (Ns), the electron density ahead of
the streamer at a distance of one streamer radius from the
streamer front (Noe), the streamer radius (rs), the streamer
velocity (vs), the electron drift velocity in the peak electric
field in the streamer head (vd(Eh)), and the potential of the
streamer head with respect to the ambient field potential
(DUh). The definitions of Eh, Eb, Ns, Noe, and DUh are
illustrated in Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c, which provide axis
profiles of the related streamer characteristics at selected
instants of time corresponding to 70 km streamer shown in
Figure 4c. In all cases considered the streamers exhibit
exponential increase of rs and vs with time. At the same time
in all the cases considered the increase of the rs and vs as a
function of the streamer length L can very accurately be
approximated by a linear function and the related slope
characteristics drs/dL and dvs/dL are provided in Table 2.
Since both rs and vs are proportional to L, they themselves
have a linear relationship and the corresponding slope
characteristic can be obtained by calculating the ratio (drs/
dL)/(dvs/dL) using the data specified in Table 2. Our results
indicate that positive streamers initially exhibit higher Eh/Eb

ratios, electron densities and propagation velocities when
compared with the negative ones (e.g., Figures 5a and 5b).
These results qualitatively agree with properties of positive
and negative streamers documented previously by other
authors [Dhali and Williams, 1987; Vitello et al., 1994;
Babaeva and Naidis, 1997]. The observed streamer accel-
eration and expansion are also known features of streamers,
which develop in relatively high applied electric fields. In
this case the electric field in the streamer body, which is
always lower than the ambient applied field, leads to a linear
increase of the potential drop in the streamer head as a
function of the streamer length, resulting in expansion of the
streamer in order to maintain a quasi-constant Eh value
[Babaeva and Naidis, 1997; Kulikovsky, 1997b].
[26] We note that positive streamers in our simulations

quickly reach a state of propagation with nearly constant Eh,
Eb, Ns and Noe values (shown in Table 2 and illustrated in
Figures 5a and 5b), which do not change significantly on
time and spatial scales of calculations presented in Figure 4.
At the same time, by the end of simulations presented in
Figure 4 the negative streamers have not yet reached a
stable state of propagation, similar to positive streamers, and
continue to exhibit increase in Ns and Eh and decrease in Noe

and Eb values (see Figures 5a and 5b). Therefore the data
specified in Table 2 for negative streamers only accurately
reflect their states at the time instants specified in Figure 4.
Additional simulations (not shown) performed with long
negative streamers indicate that the negative streamers
always preserve with very high accuracy the expansion
(drs/dL) and acceleration (dvs/dL) characteristics specified

Table 2. Streamer Characteristics Measured at the Moments of Time Specified in Figure 4

Altitude, km Streamer Eh/Ek Eb/Ek Ns, m
�3 Noe, m

�3 rs, m vs, m s�1 vd(Eh), m s�1
DUh, V drs/dL dvs/dL, s

�1

0 Positive 6.7 0.44 3.16 � 1020 7.94 � 1016 4.0 � 10�4 4.88 � 106 5.70 � 105 8920 0.0747 8.77 � 108

0 Negative 5.5 0.86 1.58 � 1020 2.51 � 1016 3.0 � 10�4 2.96 � 106 4.90 � 105 �5780 0.0457 8.31 � 108

30 Positive 4.8 0.68 3.16 � 1016 7.94 � 1013 0.029 3.99 � 106 4.47 � 105 6950 0.0704 9.58 � 106

30 Negative 3.7 0.99 1.26 � 1016 6.30 � 1013 0.029 2.42 � 106 3.66 � 105 �4820 0.0494 8.36 � 106

70 Positive 4.6 0.73 7.08 � 1011 5.01 � 109 6.5 4.88 � 106 4.34 � 105 7408 0.067 5.29 � 104

70 Negative 3.5 0.99 2.45 � 1011 3.16 � 109 6.8 2.68 � 106 3.60 � 105 �5361 0.0565 4.20 � 104
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in Table 2, and as they grow longer accelerating and
expanding, they tend to approach Eh, Eb, Ns and Noe values
similar to those of the positive streamers. This behavior is
expected from simple analytical theory (see section 4.1)
indicating diminishing of differences between positive and
negative streamer heads, when vs � vd(Eh).
[27] Table 3 gives examples illustrating changes in

streamer characteristics with variation of the applied electric
field. For the sake of brevity only data for positive streamers
at 70 km altitude are shown at the time instants (the second

column) when streamers reached approximately the same
length as in Figure 4c. The reduction of the applied electric
field leads to a slower development of the streamers in time
and a reduction in values of Eh, Eb, Ns, Noe, rs, vs, vd(Eh),
DUh, drs/dL and dvs/dL. We note that most of the streamer
properties vary by only several tens of percent, generally
remaining very similar at different applied electric fields.
The only exception to this rule is vs and dvs/dL, which
increase by �250% in response to the electric field change
from 1.1Ek to 1.5Ek.

Figure 5. The profiles of streamer characteristics along the axis at selected instants of time
corresponding to the model streamer shown in Figure 4c. (a) The electron density. (b) The electric field.
(c) The relative electric potential f � fL. (d) The intensity of optical emissions (in Rayleighs).
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[28] Results of our model confirm a linear relationship
between the potential growth in the streamer head relative
to the ambient field potential distribution and the streamer
radius [e.g., Raizer and Simakov, 1998, and references
therein]. The related results presented in Tables 1 and 2
can be approximated by a simple relationship, Eh =
gDUh/rs, where g stays in the narrow range 0.8–1 for
the cases considered.
[29] Figures 6 and 7 illustrate distributions of the electric

field magnitude and intensities of optical emissions (in
Rayleighs) corresponding to the model streamers at 30
and 70 km altitudes, respectively, at the same instants of
time as specified in Figure 4. Figure 5d illustrates profiles
along the axis of optical emission intensities corresponding
to Figure 7. The spatial distributions of different optical
emissions presented in Figures 6 and 7 can be readily
interpreted in terms of the radiation transition rates, quench-
ing properties and the excitation thresholds of the
corresponding electronic states of the molecular nitrogen.
The first positive bands of N2 (1PN2) have the lowest
excitation threshold (�7.35 eV) and are effectively excited
by electrons in the streamer head as well as in the relatively
low fields in the streamer body (see Figures 6b and 7b). The
effective lifetime of the 1PN2 producing B3�g state is 3 �

10�7 s at 30 km altitude and 5.4 � 10�6 s at 70 km. At
30 km the lifetime is comparable to the overall time of the
streamer formation and leads to the observed spreading of
the optical emissions along the streamer body. This explains,
in particular, why one does not observe the enhancement of
1PN2 optical emissions due to the field enhancement around
the tips of the streamers, which is apparent for both the 1st
negative N2

+ (1NN2
+ ) and 2nd positive N2 (2PN2) bands, and

underscores the importance to carry out the full time-
dependent solution for optical emissions in the modeling
of the streamer processes. The effective lifetime of the 2PN2

producingC3�u state is 2.3� 10�8 s at 30 km and 5� 10�8 s
at 70 km. At both altitudes, the lifetime is much less than the
effective streamer formation time resulting in the observed
enhancement of the 2PN2 emission around the heads of the
streamers. In this case the excited molecules emit photons
almost instantaneously, when compared to the streamer
formation and the overall model execution times, and the
electric field enhancement around the streamer tip maps
directly to the enhanced optical emissions in the same region
of space. The 2PN2 excitation threshold is �11 eVand these
emissions are also excited by the relatively low fields in the
streamer body (see Figures 6c and 7c). The lifetime of the
1NN2

+ producing B2Sþ
u state is very short at both 30 km (7.5

Table 3. Streamer Characteristics at Different Applied Electric Fields

E0/Ek Time, s Eh/Ek Eb/Ek Ns, m
�3 Noe, m

�3 rs, m vs, m s�1 vd(Eh), m s�1
DUh,V drs/dL dvs/dL, s

�1

1.1 9.5 � 10�5 4 0.51 3.98 � 1011 3.16 � 109 5.2 2.04 � 106 3.98 � 105 5630 0.0506 1.94 � 104

1.25 7.0 � 10�5 4.32 0.59 5.01 � 1011 3.98 � 109 6.2 2.95 � 106 4.10 � 105 6830 0.0540 2.68 � 104

1.5 4.0 � 10�5 4.6 0.73 7.08 � 1011 5.01 � 109 6.5 4.88 � 106 4.34 � 105 7408 0.067 5.29 � 104

Figure 6. (a) The magnitude of the electric field and (b)–
(d) the intensity of optical emissions in selected bands
associated with the model streamers at altitude 30 km.

Figure 7. The same as Figure 6 only for model streamers
at altitude 70 km.
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� 10�9 s) and 70 km (6.9� 10�8 s) altitudes. The B2Sþ
u state

also has the highest energy excitation threshold (�18.8 eV)
among the optical emissions considered, and therefore the
resultant 1NN2

+ emissions are mostly confined to the high
field regions around streamer tips, as evident in Figures 5d,
6d, and 7d.
[30] The strong blue emissions (1NN2

+ and 2PN2;
Figures 7c and 7d) originating primarily in the streamer
heads are expected to be produced during the early time of
sprite development, as the sprite develops over its altitude
extent on a timescale short with respect to the total sprite
emission time. This agrees well with recent narrow band
photometric and blue light video observations of sprites
[Armstrong et al., 1998, 2000; Suszcynsky et al., 1998;
Morrill et al., 2002] indicating short duration (�ms) bursts
of blue optical emissions appearing at the initial stage of
sprite formation. The time averaged optical emissions are
expected to be dominated by red emissions associated with
the first positive bands of N2 (Figures 5d and 7b), which
have the lowest energy excitation threshold and can effec-
tively be produced by relatively low electric fields in the
streamer channels, in agreement with sprite observations
[Mende et al., 1995; Hampton et al., 1996; Morrill et al.,
1998, 2002; Takahashi et al., 2000; Bucsela et al., 2003]. We
note also, that the suppression of 1PN2 emissions due to the
strong quenching of the B3�g state at altitudes below 50 km
[e.g., Vallance Jones, 1974, p. 119] (note the intensity-scale
difference between Figures 6b and 6c) is the primary factor
which is responsible for making the blue color a dominant
color of streamer coronas at lower extremities of sprites [e.g.,
Sentman et al., 1995] and in blue jet type phenomena
observed near thundercloud tops [e.g., Wescott et al.,
1995]. The red (1PN2) emissions are not completely
quenched at altitudes <50 km and have been detected in
red filtered images of sprites [Armstrong et al., 1998]. A
detailed calculation of the streamer color requires knowledge
of the spectral range of the color TV system, the specifics of
the observational geometry, allowing to account for the
effects of the atmospheric transmission, and such factors as
the transmission through an aircraft window [e.g.,Wescott et
al., 1998; Morrill et al., 1998]. These calculations are
beyond the scope of the present paper. The interested readers
can find more discussion on related topics in section 4.2 of
Pasko and George [2002, and references therein].

4. Discussion

4.1. Effects of Preionization on Streamers

[31] The quenching multiplier pq/(p + pq) appearing in
[Zheleznyak et al., 1982] photoionization model given by
equations (7), (14), and (15), which leads to nonsimilar
behavior of streamers at high pressures, is equal to 1/28.5,
1/1.39, and 1 at altitudes of 0, 30 and 70 km, respectively. At
altitudes 30 and 70 km considered in Figure 4 the photoion-
ization rate is therefore enhanced with respect to the ground
level by factors 20.5 and 28.5, respectively. The streamers
preserve similarity at high altitudes, where quenching effects
are negligible (i.e., p � pq and pq/(p + pq) ’ 1), which is
a valid assumption for a typical altitude range of sprites 40–
90 km. The enhancement of the electron density ahead of
the streamer at high altitudes because of the enhanced
photoionization represents the primary reason for the

observed differences in streamer properties presented in
Figure 4 and Table 2. Indeed, for the positive streamer at
the ground level from Table 2 we obtain Ns/Noe = 4000,
while at 70 km Ns/Noe = 141. The ratio of the two is almost
exactly the quenching factor between these altitudes dis-
cussed above (i.e., 28.5). As a result of the enhancement of
the electron density ahead of the streamer at 70 km the ratio
Eh/Eb = 6.3 is substantially lower than Eh/Eb = 15.2 observed
at the ground level (see Table 2). The ground value of Ns =
3.16 � 1020 m�3, when scaled to 70 km altitude (�N2)
becomes 1.45 � 1012 m�3, which is a factor of two greater
than observed in our calculations Ns = 7.08� 1011 m�3. The
enhancement of preionization therefore leads to the reduction
in Ns and Eh/Eb in addition to the widening of the streamer
radius (as already discussed in section 3). We emphasize, that
although initially streamers at the ground level appear to be
narrower than those at 30 and 70 km altitudes (Figure 4),
the rate of the streamer expansion (drs/dL) and the scaled
(�N) rate of streamer acceleration (dvs/dL) exceed those
corresponding to 30 and 70 km altitudes (Table 2) and long
streamers at the ground pressure are expected to move faster
and have wider effective radial scales, when compared to
scaled streamers at sprite altitudes.
[32] Pancheshnyi et al. [2001] have recently studied

properties of positive streamers at the ground pressure
propagating in pure molecular nitrogen (N2) gas and in
99% of N2 with 1% admixture of molecular oxygen O2. The
addition of O2 led to enhancement of photoionization and
resultant increase in levels of preionization ahead of the
model streamers, which led to reductions in Eh/Eb and Ns

and expansion of the streamer. Although the physical
mechanism for changes in preionization levels considered
by Pancheshnyi et al. [2001] is different from the quenching
effects considered in this paper, the qualitative trends are
essentially the same, reflecting effects of changes in levels
of preionization on streamer properties.
[33] An analytical model allowing simple interpretation

of the observed effects of preionization has been discussed
in [Dyakonov and Kachorovskii, 1989; Babaeva and Naidis,
1997, and references therein]. The model considers effective
residence time of electrons in the streamer head th = rs/(vs ±
vd(Eh)) over which the electron density increases from Noe

ahead of the streamer to Ns = Noee
nhth , where the plus and

minus signs correspond to the positive and negative stream-
ers respectively and nh is the value of the ionization
coefficient at the field Eh (i.e., nh = ni(Eh)). Combining
the expression nhth = ln (Ns/Noe) with an equation describ-
ing equality of the conduction current in the streamer body
and the displacement current in the streamer head, and an
equation equalizing rates of the ionization and dielectric
relaxation in the streamer head, leads to the following
equation establishing a link between Eh/Eb and Ns/Noe

[Babaeva and Naidis, 1997]:

Eh

Eb

’ 1� zð Þln Ns

Noe

� �� 	1=a
ð17Þ

where z = vd(Eh)/vs and a = 0.79. We note that differences
between positive and negative streamers are diminishing
when vs � vd(Eh) (i.e., z � 1) [Babaeva and Naidis, 1997].
The substitution in this expression of numerical values Ns/
Noe discussed above and corresponding vs and vd(Eh) values
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listed in Table 2 leads to estimates Eh/Eb = 16.7 and 8.43 at
altitudes 0 and 70 km, respectively, which agree well with
previously discussed values 15.2 and 6.3 obtained from our
numerical experiments. On simple physical grounds one
would generally expect that a streamer would require a
lower Eh field to bring its density to a given Ns value in
cases when an enhanced preionization background is
available ahead of it. For the purposes of the discussion,
which will follow in section 4.4, we also note that a strong
reduction of the preionization ahead of the streamer is
expected to lead to a very high Eh/Eb ratios.

4.2. Similarity Laws for Streamers

[34] The results presented in Figure 4c and Tables 1 and 2
for models streamers at 70 km can be used to determine
streamer properties at other altitudes of interest in sprite
studies (40–90 km) using simple similarity scaling for
time �N, length �1/N and streamer density �N2 [Pasko
et al., 1998]. For example, a double-headed streamer
initiated by a single electron avalanche at altitude of
80 km (note that N(70 km)/N(80 km) ’ 4.52) in applied
field 1.5Ek (Ek(80 km) = 48.4 V/m) at the moment of time
181 ms would look exactly as the one shown in Figure 4c, if
the simulation box dimensions 38 m � 210 m are replaced
with the scaled 172 m � 950 m and the density scale is
reduced by a factor of 4.522 = 20.43. For the positive
streamer at 80 km at time 181 ms, Ns = 3.46 � 1010 m�3,
Noe = 2.42 � 108 m�3, rs = 29.4 m, dvs/dL = 1.17 �
104, with the rest of characteristics (Eh/Ek, Eb/Ek, vs,
vd(Eh), DUh, drs/dL) being the same as listed in Table 2.

4.3. Acceleration and Expansion of Streamers

[35] The fast expansion and acceleration are important
characteristics of the considered model streamers. For
instance, a positive streamer initiated in 1.1Ek field at
70 km (see Table 3) would reach effective radius of 55 m
and speed of about one tenth of the speed of light (2.2 �
107 m/s) by traveling a distance of only 1 km. Such high
speeds of sprite streamers indeed have been recently docu-
mented by high-speed video [Stanley et al., 1999; Moudry
et al., 2002, 2003] and multichannel photometric [McHarg
et al., 2002] systems. The initiation of sprites at altitudes
70–75 km in a form of simultaneous upward and downward
propagating streamers is also well documented [Stanley et
al., 1999; Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 2000; Moudry et al.,
2002, 2003; McHarg et al., 2002]. It is clear, however, that
the effective streamer diameters observed by an imager
zooming on a sprite structures at different altitudes would
inevitably depend on the geometry of the mesospheric
electric fields and the history of the sprite development
(i.e., the altitude of the initiation point(s)). Gerken et al.
[2000] and Gerken and Inan [2002, 2003] have recently
employed a novel telescoping imager to measure effective
streamer diameters at different altitudes in sprites. The
measured diameters are 61–145, 150, 196 m, for altitude
ranges 60–64, 76–80, 81–85 km, respectively. Although
the 61–145 m is more than one order of magnitude greater
than the scaled initial diameters of streamers shown in
Figure 4c (at 60 km, 2rs ’ 4 m), given realistic charge
moments available for the sprite initiation [Hu et al., 2002],
it is likely that streamers appearing at these low altitudes
were initiated at much higher altitudes and propagated long

distances experiencing substantial expansion. All observed
diameters by Gerken et al. [2000] and Gerken and Inan
[2002, 2003] can therefore be realistically accounted for by
the modeling studies presented in this paper.
[36] Simple estimates based on the measured charge

moment changes in sprite producing lightning discharges
[Hu et al., 2002] show that large-scale electric fields
exceeding Ek are easily available at mesospheric altitudes
on vertical scales of many km. A question therefore arises
about physical factors, which limit growth of the velocity
and radius of the streamers in sprites as they propagate long
distances. We emphasize that the model formulation pre-
sented in section 2 and used to produce results reported in
section 3, does not prevent the streamer velocities from
reaching and exceeding the speed of light.
[37] There are three principal factors, which would limit

acceleration and expansion of streamers: (1) A reduction
of the electric field in the streamer head because of
the oppositely directed curl electric field generated by
the changing magnetic field at the streamer front in accord-
ance with the Faraday law of induction [Dyakonov and
Kachorovskii, 1989]; (2) A collective action of multiple
streamers on the applied electric field leading to self-
consistent reduction of the field and growth rates of the
streamers [e.g., Pasko et al., 2000, 2001]; (3) A streamer
branching, which is commonly observed in high-speed and
telescopic video records of sprites [Stanley et al., 1999;
Moudry et al., 2002, 2003; Gerken et al., 2000; Gerken and
Inan, 2002, 2003], and is also extensively documented in
laboratory experiments with streamer coronas, as will be
discussed in section 4.5.
[38] Dyakonov and Kachorovskii [1989] provide simple

expressions allowing order of magnitude estimates for the
maximum streamer radius rsmax

i and the streamer velocity
vsmax
i , as limited by the induction effects. These equations
can be easily derived from the Faraday law of induction and
other equations discussed in section 4.1 linking various
streamer characteristics, by setting the induction field equal
to the streamer head field. Using the same notations as
adopted earlier in our paper, these expressions are [Dyakonov
and Kachorovskii, 1989]:

rismax �
c

nh
ln

Ns

Noe

� �� 	1
2

ð18Þ

vismax � c ln
Ns

Noe

� �� 	�1
2

ð19Þ

where c is the speed of light in free space. Using numerical
values of parameters provided in Table 2 for the positive
streamer at 70 km altitude discussed in section 4.1, we obtain
rsmax
i � 114 m and vsmax

i � 0.45c. However, as will be
discussed in section 4.4, because of a fixed photoionization
range in air, the expansion of a streamer is expected to lead to
a reduction in Noe (i.e., increase in ln(Ns/Noe) values), so that
the actual radius at which induction effects become important
is expected to be greater than 114 m and the streamer speed
less than 0.45c. One of the important conclusions, which
follows from this consideration, is that streamer velocity
always remains well below the speed of light.
[39] The ability of the streamer coronas to reduce mac-

roscopic electric fields in the regions of space through
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which they propagate is well documented and will not be
discussed in detail here. The interested readers can find
related references by Pasko et al. [2000, 2001]. We note,
that the streamer branching is an essential component of the
large-scale models of streamer coronas based on a fractal
approach. However, this effect is introduced in these models
on purely phenomenological grounds [e.g., Pasko et al.,
2000, 2001, and references therein]. In view of the impor-
tance of the streamer branching for understanding of the
limitations on acceleration and expansion of streamers
reported in this paper, the effect will be discussed in more
detail in a separate section 4.4, which follows.

4.4. Branching of Streamers

[40] We note that finding exact physical factors, which
define the transverse spatial scale of a streamer, is a difficult
task since simplified streamer models do not usually pro-
vide a characteristic spatial scale for the streamer radius
[e.g., Raizer and Simakov, 1998; Bazelyan and Raizer,
1998, p. 277; Kulikovsky, 2000, and references therein]. It
has recently been demonstrated that negative streamers
developing in high ambient fields, when no preionization
available ahead of the streamer, are reaching an unstable
‘‘ideal conductivity’’ state with approximately equipotential
and weakly curved head [Arrayas et al., 2002; Rocco et al.,
2002]. It was proposed that this new state exhibits a Lap-
lacian instability, like that in viscous fingering, which leads
to branching of the streamer [Arrayas et al., 2002; Rocco et
al., 2002].
[41] We have performed a set of simulation runs under

conditions identical to those specified by Arrayas et al.
[2002] (i.e., with no photoionization included) using the
streamer model described in section 2 (i.e., based on mod-
ified Scharfetter-Gummel algorithm of [Kulikovsky, 1995]),
as well as a model based on the second-order central fluxes
with Zalesak flux correction [Zalesak, 1979], similar to that
employed in [Pasko et al., 1998]. Our results appeared to be
identical to those reported by Arrayas et al. [2002], in terms
of the specific details of the flattening of the streamer front
and its time evolution toward the unstable state. We did
observe the bifurcation of the streamer to a new state with a
smaller transverse scale in our models, however, the specific
morphology of the splitting was different in all three models
we compared. Although, all models discussed are fully
deterministic models and the streamer tip splitting results
are expected to depend to some degree on the type of the
numerical scheme employed (i.e., levels of numerical diffu-
sion) [e.g., Arrayas et al., 2002], the approach of the
streamer to the unstable state was clearly demonstrated by
all three models. We also noted that, (1) the unstable state
very similar to the one reported by Arrayas et al. [2002] and
Rocco et al. [2002] can be achieved at low applied electric
fields, when the streamer transverse scale exceeds a certain
threshold, as was demonstrated by Pasko et al. [1998]
(Figure 4b); (2) the results are quite sensitive to the preio-
nization ahead of the streamer, which generally acts to
suppress the occurrence of the instability.
[42] In our present modeling, heads of both positive and

negative streamers produce preionization through the pho-
toionization effect. The electron energy requirements for
the excitation of UV emitting states of N2 are similar to
those required for the ionization of O2 [Zheleznyak et al.,

1982]. The relatively narrow region of peak electric field in
the streamer head (see Figures 6a and 7a) therefore serves as
a primary producer of the photoionizing UV photons, which
generate electron-ion pairs ahead of the streamer. The ability
of both positive and negative streamers to propagate without
splitting should therefore depend on the ability of the
photoionizing radiation to ‘‘escape’’ from the streamer head
in order to produce the preionization ahead of the streamer.
Considering schematics of the streamer head shown in
Figure 2b, it is convenient to measure all distances appear-
ing in the photoionization model given by equations (7),
(14), and (15) in units of the streamer radius. One can
interpret the streamer shown in the upper panel of Figure 2b
as a result of evolution of the streamer shown in the lower
panel after it expanded by a factor of five. Suppose that in
both cases we want to estimate a number of photoionizing
events per unit volume per unit time (i.e., dQph/dV2 given
by equation (7)) at points A0 and A at some specified
distance from the streamer head (i.e., r = 5rs depicted in
Figure 2b). We note that for both streamers the effective
emission volume in equation (7), dV1, can be effectively
approximated by the cube of the streamer head radius (i.e.,
dV1 ’ rs

3). Substituting this expression in equation (7),
assuming r = 5rs and using equations (14) and (15), it can
be easily verified that the geometrical factors containing
the streamer radius entering in the numerator and denom-
inator of equation (7) compensate each other, except for
the exponential terms coming from the function g(r) (equa-
tion (15)). dQph/dV2 is proportional to exp(�cmin pO2

5rs),
where we account for the fact that cmaxpO2

r � 1 for
distances r on the order of or greater than the streamer
radius rs. It is clear from this consideration that at the same
effective distance from the streamer head (e.g., 5rs) a
‘‘small’’ streamer with rs � 1/cmin pO2

would generate more
electron-ion pairs per unit volume per unit time than a
‘‘large’’ streamer with rs � 1/cmin pO2

(i.e., dQph(A
0)/dV2 �

dQph(A)/dV2 as shown in Figure 2b). The exponential factor
(�cmin pO2

r) entering in equation (15) of the photoioniza-
tion model is therefore important for the characterization of
the ‘‘escape’’ of UV photons from the streamer head and
should be used for definition of the effective photoioniza-
tion range of the streamer. It follows from this consideration
that the effective photoionization range Lph should be
simply proportional to 1/cminpO2

. This range, which does
not change during the streamer expansion, is shown sche-
matically in Figure 2b.
[43] Because of the fact that the photoionization range

remains constant (for a given pressure), the preionization
levels ahead of the streamer are reduced with the streamer
expansion. As both negative and positive streamers expand,
they would first try to compensate the reduction in preio-
nization levels by increasing their Eh/Eb values as demon-
strated by our results presented earlier in this paper,
therefore moving closer to the unstable ‘‘ideal conductivity’’
state [Arrayas et al., 2002; Rocco et al., 2002]. The further
expansion of the streamer and the reduction in preionization
levels would lead to the saturation of the ionization coeffi-
cient at high Eh field and formation of approximately
equipotential and weakly curved head, which would exhibit
the splitting instability producing small-scale streamers,
which are able to propagate with the small fixed photoion-
ization range defined only by cmin and pO2

.
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[44] No splitting of streamers was observed in our model
under conditions of model runs specified in Figure 4. The
extension of the simulation box sizes to follow dynamics of
expanding streamers up to the branching point remains
impossible at present because of prohibitively long model
execution times. The above discussion about the photoion-
ization range, however, indicates that the maximum radius
of the streamer, after which the splitting should develop, can
be expressed in a form rsmax’ k/cmin pO2

, where k is a
dimensionless parameter to be determined. This parameter
is expected to be different for positive and negative stream-
ers, and also for streamers at sprite altitudes and at the
ground level reflecting changes in general photoionization
levels due to the quenching effects discussed earlier in this
paper. Although calculations are not possible at this time,
one still can test the general concept by, (1) artificially
changing the effective photoionization range by varying
numerical values of cmin and cmax; (2) keeping the photo-
ionization range constant, but increasing the initial trans-
verse size of the model streamers [e.g., Pasko et al., 1998];
(3) increasing the magnitude of the applied electric field
[Arrayas et al., 2002; Rocco et al., 2002].
[45] Figure 8 shows development of the positive streamer

in electric field 1.5Ek, which was initiated by a cloud of
plasma placed at the anode, with characteristics similar to
those employed for runs presented in Figure 4c (i.e., with
Gaussian scale 3 m). The cmax was set to a large value so
that this parameter does not contribute to the photoioniza-
tion levels ahead of the streamer (like in real case), and cmin

was varied by simple trial and error until the value cmin =
0.9 cm�1Torr�1 was found at which splitting was achieved
approximately in the middle of the simulation domain, as
shown in Figure 8. The approach to the unstable state,
which we observed, was very similar to the previously
reported results for negative streamers [Arrayas et al.,
2002; Rocco et al., 2002] and in agreement with the argu-
ments presented above. The radius of the streamer right
before the onset of the splitting instability at time �30 ms,
is 3.8 m, so that an estimate for k+ ’ 3.5 can be obtained in
this case.
[46] We have not observed branching of negative stream-

ers in our model in electric field 1.5Ek under initial

conditions similar to those which were used to produce
results for positive streamers shown in Figure 8. The
branching was not observed even in the case when no
photoionization was included in the calculations (i.e.,
cmin !1, cmax !1). Figure 9 illustrates results obtained
for a test case when cmin = 0.9 cm�1Torr�1, but the initial
size of the streamer was increased by a factor of 5 and
simulation box size by a factor of 2 in comparison with the
positive streamer case. In this case the radius of the streamer
right before the onset of the splitting instability at time
26 ms, is 15.2 m, which leads to an estimate k� ’ 14.1.
[47] The above k± estimates can be used to obtain

estimates for the maximum positive rsmax
+ and negative

rsmax
� streamer radius at typical sprite altitudes. At 70 km,
in particular, rsmax

+ ’ 97 m; rsmax
� ’ 390 m. It is important to

emphasize that the splitting onset time observed in our
experiments was quite sensitive to the spatial resolution of
the model, and that increase in the resolution generally led
to a delay in development of the instability, in agreement
with results reported by Arrayas et al. [2002]. Therefore
the numerical values k+ and k� and maximum streamer radii
obtained above should only be considered as order of
magnitude estimates, at best approximately valid at low
air pressures corresponding to sprite altitudes. A separate
analysis should be performed at high pressures (i.e., at the
ground level), where we generally expect lower values of k+
and k� and smaller splitting diameters of streamers because
of the quenching effects, which lead to the additional
reduction in levels of photoionization ahead of streamers.
Nevertheless, the results clearly demonstrate asymmetry
between positive and negative streamers, indicating that
positive streamers branch more often under otherwise
identical ambient conditions, which is expected to be a
common effect for streamers at high and low pressures.
The upward (negative streamers) and downward (positive
streamers) branching has been seen at least in some of
the sprites [Moudry et al., 2003; Gerken and Inan, 2003].
However, no detailed studies comparing the branching are
presently available. Some types of sprites, called ‘‘carrot’’
sprites, do exhibit wider and less bifurcated upper branches
and smaller scale andmore bifurcated lower tendrils [Moudry
et al., 2003]. The comparison of these, however, is difficult

Figure 8. A cross-sectional view of the distribution of the
electron number density and the electric field for a model
positive streamer at 70 km altitude discussed in the text,
right (a) before and (b) after the branching instability.

Figure 9. The same as Figure 8 only for a model negative
streamer. Note a factor of 5 increase in the initial streamer
radius and a factor of 2 increase in the simulation domain
size in comparison with Figure 8.
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because carrot sprites tend to extend many atmospheric-scale
heights in altitude, so that pressure-dependent effects on
streamer spatial scales due to the similarity laws�1/N [Pasko
et al., 1998] may interplay with the expansion of streamers
because of their long propagation distances. Some related
studies on branching of positive and negative streamers,
performed in laboratory experiments, have recently become
available and will be discussed in section 4.5.
[48] We note that importance of a photoionization range

for the definition of the streamer radius has been recently
discussed by Kulikovsky [2000], who proposed an estimate
la ’ 0.083 mm for streamers in air at the ground pressure.
We support the general idea advanced by Kulikovsky [2000],
but our reasoning for the definition of the photoionization
range is different since we do not include the 1/r factor
appearing in g(r) given by equation (15) in this definition.
We therefore obtain estimates of the streamer radius, which
are two orders of magnitude greater than those estimated
by Kulikovsky [2000]. Interested readers are referred to
[Pancheshnyi and Starikovskii, 2001; Kulikovsky, 2001,
2002; Ebert and Hundsdorfer, 2002] for more discussion
on related topics.

4.5. Comparison With Recent
Laboratory Experiments

[49] The importance of the photoionization processes for
the propagation of ionizing space charge waves in gases had
been recognized many decades ago [e.g., Winn, 1967, and
references cited therein]. In this section we provide a
discussion of some recent experimental studies of laboratory
streamers with unprecedented (ns and sub ns) time resolu-
tion, which emphasize the role of the photoionization effects
on the streamer dynamics, and on the phenomenology of
streamer branching, in particular.
[50] Yi and Williams [2002] have recently reported labo-

ratory studies of positive and negative streamers in near
atmospheric pressures N2 and N2/O2 gas mixtures. The
streamers were studied in ’13 cm gap with voltage rise times
around 20 ns and typical streamer initiation times 30–50 ns.
We note that 13 cm and 20 ns scale to�2 km and�0.3 ms at
70 km, in accordance with the similarity laws discussed
above, which are of the same order as the spatial scales of
structures observed in sprites and the rise times associated
with lightning quasi-static electric fields which drive the
sprite phenomena. The streak camera provided �2 ns reso-
lution, which scales to 0.03 ms, a factor of three better than
the 0.1 ms resolution achieved with multichannel photo-
meters in sprite studies [McHarg et al., 2002], while the
shutter camera photos were taken with exposure times of
10 ns, which scales to 0.15 ms, an order of magnitude better
than high-speed video resolution of 1 ms achieved in sprite
studies [Stanley et al., 1999; Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 2000;
Moudry et al., 2002, 2003] (referring to the 70 km altitude).
The typical electric fields used in experiments of Yi and
Williams [2002] were on the order of 10 kV/cm, which are a
factor of four lower than those discussed in our paper.
However, some experiments were conducted at low pressures
with the same applied voltages so effective fields in excess of
1.6Ek were considered [Yi and Williams, 2002, Figure 10]. In
this case streamers did exhibit propagation speeds exceeding
107 m/s in good agreement with overvolted streamers
observed in sprites [Stanley et al., 1999; Moudry et al.,

2002, 2003; McHarg et al., 2002] and results on streamer
acceleration presented in this paper. A more frequent branch-
ing of positive streamers in comparison with negative ones
was noted in both N2 and N2/O2 mixtures. Streamers
branched more frequently in N2 and addition of small
amounts of O2 sharply reduced the branching. The addition
of O2 also increased the streamer propagation speed. All
these effects were attributed by the authors to increase in the
photoionization range, which is considerably longer for O2

than N2 [Yi and Williams, 2002]. These findings generally
support the theoretical arguments discussed in this paper. In
N2 with 10% O2 the measured diameters of positive (6 mm)
and negative (8 mm) streamers are in good agreement with
scaled diameters observed in sprites [Gerken et al., 2000;
Gerken and Inan, 2002, 2003] (6 and 8 mm scale to�90 and
120 m, respectively, at 70 km altitude).
[51] van Veldhuizen and Rutgers [2002] have reported

studies of positive streamers in air in 2.5 cm gap with
voltages up to 25 kV and voltage rise times less than 25 ns.
Unique photographs of streamers with time exposures of
only 0.8 ns were obtained. The work emphasized studies of
streamer branching. The results indicate significant depen-
dence of branching on electrode geometry, in particular, a
factor of 10 increase in branching in a point wire gap in
comparison with a plane protrusion gap. Also, it was
established that enhanced branching in air occurs if a
resistance is included in the pulse circuit [van Veldhuizen
et al., 2002; van Veldhuizen and Rutgers, 2002]. These
findings indicate that branching is a complex phenomenon,
which in real systems depends on a number of factors, in
addition to the photoionization range and the electric field
magnitude discussed in our paper. The authors noted a very
high sensitivity of the speed of propagation of streamers in
response to the applied voltage increases. These results
qualitatively agree with our findings presented in Table 3,
indicating �2.5 times increase in vs and dvs/dL in response
to �35% increase in the applied electric field.

5. Conclusions

[52] The principal results and contributions, which follow
from studies presented in this paper, can be summarized as
follows:
[53] 1. Development of a new two-dimensional streamer

model with the inclusion of N2 singlet state photoemission
and subsequent O2 photoionization processes, which allows
studies of double-headed streamers and associated time
resolved optical emissions and photoionization effects in
air for a wide range of air pressures.
[54] 2. Identification of the quenching of the excited

b1�u, b01Sþ
u and c04

1Sþ
u singlet states of N2, which are

responsible for the photoionization in air, as a physical
process, which is responsible for nonsimilar behavior of
streamers at different pressures, leading in particular, to
lower peak electric fields in the streamer head, lower
streamer electron densities, wider initial streamer structures,
and lower acceleration and expansion rates of streamers at
sprite altitudes 40–90 km, when compared to the ground
level.
[55] 3. Documentation of rates of expansion and acceler-

ation of streamers in air in a homogeneous applied electric
field for a range of field magnitudes and air pressures,
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which provides quantitative explanation of the propagation
speeds and spatial scales of streamers obtained during recent
telescopic, high-speed video and multicannel photometric
observations of sprites.
[56] 4. Identification of the absorption cross section of O2

at 1025 Å as a principal parameter, which defines the
pressure-dependent photoionization range in air and branch-
ing scales of streamers.
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[1] In the paper ‘‘Effects of photoionization on propaga-
tion and branching of positive and negative streamers
in sprites’’ by Ningyu Liu and Victor P. Pasko (Journal
of Geophysical Research, 109, A04301, doi:10.1029/
2003JA010064, 2004) some of the scalings of streamer
characteristics as a function of air density N are incorrect.
The correct text appears below.

[2] Paragraph [23]: In accordance with the similarity laws
the streamer timescales, the streamer spatial scales, and
the streamer electron densities scale with the air density as
�1/N (not N as in the original manuscript), �1/N, and �N 2,
respectively, and the scaled streamer characteristics remain
otherwise identical for the same values of the reduced
electric field E/N [Pasko et al., 1998].

[3] Paragraph [24]: The horizontal and vertical dimen-
sions of the simulation boxes in Figures 4b and 4c also
directly correspond to scaled (�1/N (not N as in the original
manuscript)) ground values shown in Figure 4a.
[4] Paragraph [34]: The results presented in Figure 4c and

Tables 1 and 2 for models streamers at 70 km can be used to
determine streamer properties at other altitudes of interest in
sprite studies (40–90 km) using simple similarity scaling
for time �1/N (not N as in the original manuscript), length
�1/N, and streamer density �N 2 [Pasko et al., 1998].
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